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Update on Data Collection 

PanCareLIFE is working with survivors and their families, doctors, hospitals, universities and cancer 
registries across Europe to collect information (data) about survivors that will help us learn about 
fertility impairment, inner ear problems and quality of life after cancer treatment. In Oct 2015, 
the Call for Data was issued, marking the start of data transfer from our data providers across  
Europe to the central Data Centre in UMC-Mainz. Once in Mainz, the data will be checked and cleaned.
By Nov 2016, baseline data from over 15,500 survivors of childhood and adolescent cancer had been collected 
and sent to the Data Centre. This baseline data includes information about each survivors’ diagnosis, therapy 
and follow-up. 
In Jan 2017, the Data Centre provided the fertility research team with preliminary baseline data to identify cases 
and controls for the fertility impairment study. In Feb 2017, data providers began to collect detailed treatment data 
for 307 cases and 491 controls, which will then be sent to the Data Centre. More cases and controls are being 
identified to complete the study.
Data from laboratory analyses will also soon be delivered to the Data Centre, so that by April 2017, all data will 
have been collected and transferred. By Nov 2017, the Data Centre will return full datasets to the fertility, hearing 
impairment and quality of life research teams for further analysis. 
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PanCareLIFE is a European research project with the goal that survivors of cancer diagnosed before age 25 
should enjoy the same quality of life and opportunities as their peers who have not had cancer. We are studying:
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Laboratory Update - DNA and Hormone Analysis

DNA Analysis: In order to examine genetic risk factors for fertility impairment and inner ear problems, we will 
perform genetic analyses. We will analyse the samples using state-of-the-art genetic arrays. Choosing the right 
array is very important to make sure that we get as much information as possible from the valuable samples. The 
genetics teams at the Erasmus Medical Centre and University of Ulm have chosen the Illumina Global Screening 
Array. 
Researchers from EMC have presented the process used to choose the array at two conferences (‘Choosing the 
right genotyping array: more than just coverage’, ESHG 2016, Barcelona, Spain, 21 May 2016, Eva Clemens and 
Dr. Linda Broer (EMC) and 48th Congress of the International Society of Paediatric Oncology, Dublin, Ireland, 19 
Oct 2016, Eva Clemens (EMC)).
By Nov 2016, DNA samples from over 1,200 survivors had been sent to the genetics laboratory in the Erasmus 
Medical Centre, Rotterdam, with more on the way. Analysis of the samples will start soon, and the results will then 
be sent to the Data Centre.
Hormone Analysis: Part of the female fertility impairment study involves measuring hormone levels in serum 
samples from survivors. 1,753 serum samples were collected and shipped to the central laboratory in VUmc, the 
Netherlands. The laboratory in VUmc will send the results of the analysis to the Data Centre soon.

Audiogram Assessment

As part of our research into inner ear problems in survivors, we are collecting 
and analysing thousands of hearing tests (audiograms). The audiograms are 
being collected by data providers and sent to the Audiogram Centre at Münster 
University, where a team of experts are assessing the quality of the tests. So far, we 
have received over 9,900 audiograms and assessed 8,900 audiograms. Data from 
the audiogram analysis will be sent to the Data Centre in Mainz, alongside other 
survivor information sent directly from the data providers.

Example audiogram 

Fertility Guidelines

The international Working Groups developing clinical guidelines for male and female fertility preservation 
have been hard at work reviewing abstracts and publications to identify evidence to support our guildeline 
development. As the evidence is gathered, the Groups continue to hold teleconferences to discuss what they 
find.
We’re already communicating the findings of our guideline work to healthcare professionals. Anna Font-Gonzalez 
presented on our guideline work at a Joint Session of the Nurses Committee & Supportive Care Working Group 
at the International Society of Pediatric Oncology (SIOP) Educational Day (19 Oct 2016). The session focussed on 
Supportive Care in Pediatric Oncology and targeted Nurses, Physicians and Dieticians. Anna gave a talk entitled 
‘Fertility Preservation in children, adolescents and young adults with cancer: Quality of clinical practice guidelines 
and variations in recommendations’.

SIOP Young Investigator Educational Day
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What Next?

The coming months will see data collection and transfer to the Data Centre come to a close:
• 
• 01 May 2017 - extensive treatment, quality of life, audiogram and laboratory data Call for Data closes
• 01 Nov 2016 - 01 Nov 2017 - Data Centre cleans data (plausibility, duplication checks)
• 01 June 2017 - 01 November 2017 - Data Centre sends data files to Study Teams
• 01 Nov 2017 - 30 Nov 2018 - Study Teams analyse data, prepare reports/publications

Want to learn more about the project? Check out our website (www.pancarelife.eu) and our promotional  
materials, available in English, Czech and French in the Media Centre (http://www.pancarelife.eu/media-centre/).

Conferences and Awards
Preliminary PanCareLIFE results have been presented at a number of conferences. 

• Jeanette Falck-Winther of the Danish Cancer Society, a PanCareLIFE partner, hosted the European Symposium 
on Late Complications after Childhood Cancer 22 – 23 Sept 2016 in Copenhagen. The symposium is the largest 
European multidisciplinary event on late complications after treatment of childhood cancer. The Copenhagen 
2016 symposium explored best practices in the detection and management of late complications after treatment 
of childhood cancer. PanCareLIFE  was well represented at the event. Research Manager Dr. Julianne Byrne 
presented an overview of PanCareLIFE in a session dedicated to PanCare (www.pancare.eu), PanCareSurFup 
(www.pancaresurfup.eu) and PanCareLIFE. Posters on PanCareLIFE-funded research were presented by Marleen 
van den Berg, Marloes van Dijk (VUmc), Anna Font-Gonzalez (AMC), Amelie Tillmanns (UKM) and Eva Clemens 
(EMC). Eva Clemens was awarded the Giulio d’Angio prize for her poster on ototoxicity.

All our conference presentations can be found at: http://www.pancarelife.eu/news-events/

• PanCareLIFE researchers were active at the 48th Annual Congress of the International Society of Paediatric 
Oncology (SIOP) in Dublin, Ireland (19 - 22 Oct 2016). Anna Font-Gonzalez (AMC) and Eva Clemens (EMC) both 
chaired sessions at the SIOP Young Investigators Educational Day. Anna presented our fertility preservation 
guideline work and Eva presented choosing the right genotyping array. Anne-Lotte van der Kooi (EMC) presented 
on longitudinal follow-up of ovarian functon loss in female childhood cancer survivors.

• Marry van den Heuvel-Eibrink (PMC) has been appointed as a Professor of Translational Pediatric 
Oncology at the University of Utrecht in conjunction with the Princess Máxima Center. 

Marloes van Dijk with her poster on female fertility (left), Amelie Tillmanns 
(centre) and Eva Clemens (right) with their posters on ototoxicity


